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Abstract—In this paper, we evaluate the effect of applying peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction and digital pre-distortion (DPD) on two types of radio frequency power amplifiers when an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal is used. The power amplifiers under test are a standard class-AB amplifier and a Doherty amplifier. The PAPR reduction methods are based on a state-of-the-art convex optimization formulation and on the standard clipping and filtering technique. The DPD method consists of modeling the behavior of the power amplifier using a parallel Hammerstein model, and then extracting the inverse parameters based on the indirect learning architecture. To achieve better DPD performance, extracting the DPD parameters based on multiple-step iterations is investigated. The cases where PAPR reduction and DPD are applied separately and combined are studied and investigated. Power amplifier figures of merit are evaluated. Good performance is shown when combining both pre-processing techniques up to a certain operating point where DPD performance deteriorates due to generation of strong peaks in the signal. In addition, a difference in the power amplifier behavior is reported and analyzed.

Index Terms—OFDM, power amplifiers, peak-to-average power reduction, clipping and filtering, digital pre-distortion, Doherty power amplifiers.

I. INTRODUCTION

ORTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is widely used in today’s wireless systems ranging from wireless local area network (WLAN), worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX), to the long term evolution (LTE) system, and digital video broadcasting (DVB-T, DVB-T2). Its high bandwidth efficiency and robustness against frequency fading is highly attractive for such wireless systems requiring high data throughput and high reliability. However, applying such modulated signals to a radio frequency (RF) transmitter presents a major challenge because these signals are characterized by high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Hence, the RF base station power amplifier (PA) needs to operate at lower power levels compared to its saturation point in order to avoid compression and hence clipping of the signal peaks, which generates in-band and out-of-band distortion. However, backing-off the PA operating power by a number of dB’s proportional to the signal PAPR reduces the efficiency of the amplifier as a large amount of supplied power is dissipated as heat. Hence, a trade-off exists between nonlinearity and efficiency [1].

RF system designers strive to overcome such trade-off by digitally correcting for its causes. Some of them target to reduce the nonlinearity effect by digitally pre-distorting (DPD) the signals [2], [3]; while others aim to reduce the PAPR, i.e. the required back-off margin [4]–[7].

In general, PAPR reduction and DPD are investigated separately. Only a few researchers have experimentally studied their overall impact on the PA power performance when combined, e.g. [8], [9]. Hence, there is high interest in evaluating such combined application, certainly with the increasing interest in "highly-linear and highly-efficient" amplification transmitters, e.g. Doherty PAs [1].

Recently, the authors in [9] have presented an experimental evaluation on the use of PAPR reduction based on convex optimization and DPD for improving the performance of a class-AB PA when excited with an OFDM WLAN type of signal. The results in [9] showed attractive improvements in efficiency and linearity when both digital pre-processing techniques are combined. In addition, investigation of the DPD performance at strong compression is presented, and suggestions for performance improvements are given.

This paper extends the work in [9] by combining DPD with the traditional clipping and filtering (CAF) PAPR reduction technique, which is known for its simple implementation. In addition, [9] showed that at strong compression, DPD compensates the compression by a strong expansion, hence generating high peaks in the signal. Such high peaks heat the power transistor and push it more into compression, stress the bias network, and introduce additional memory effects, in a manner that DPD fails to correct. A way to improve the DPD performance in such situations is to extract its parameters iteratively, as shown here.

Finally, this work will evaluate the performance of the signal shaping techniques discussed above on a Doherty PA. The Doherty technique is presented as an amplification method that offers an increase in the achieved output power, hence in the efficiency, at the cost of linearity [1]. Hence, investigating the combination of the above mentioned digital pre-processing
techniques on its linear behavior and useful efficiency is of high interest.

The PAPR reduction techniques adopted are based on [6], [7], and clipping and filtering, which are described in Section II. The structure of the DPD with memory, along with its parameter identification, for both one-step extraction and multiple-step iterative extraction, are presented in Section III. The excitation signal, devices under test, and measurement setups are presented in Section IV. Power amplifier performance is evaluated in Section V for cases where PAPR reduction and DPD are applied separately and combined, for a standard base station class-AB PA and a Doherty PA. Discussions are given in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. PAPR REDUCTION

A. PAPR Reduction as a Convex Problem

In this section, OFDM PAPR reduction using convex optimization, as formulated in [6] and [7], is briefly reviewed. The optimization method is a state-of-art method in shaping signals that reduces the time domain peaks by redistributing the constellation symbols while satisfying constraints on in-band errors and out-of-band emissions. Such PAPR reduction techniques are advantageous compared to other methods, e.g. CAF or coding, due to their low out-of-band emission and techniques are advantageous compared to other methods, e.g. band errors and out-of-band emissions. Such PAPR reduction in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

The excitation signal, devices under test, and measurement se-
pups are presented in Section III. Power amplifier performance is evaluated in Section V for cases where PAPR reduction and DPD are applied separately and combined, for a standard base station class-AB PA and a Doherty PA. Discussions are given in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

The excitation signal, devices under test, and measurement se-pups are presented in Section III. Power amplifier performance is evaluated in Section V for cases where PAPR reduction and DPD are applied separately and combined, for a standard base station class-AB PA and a Doherty PA. Discussions are given in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

A WLAN OFDM signal with spectrum formed by 48 data, 4 pilot, and 12 power-free sub-carriers is used [10]. The data/pilot sub-carriers are modulated with 16-QAM, and 128 symbols are considered.

Consider \( c_0 = (c_{0,1}, \ldots, c_{0,n})^T \) a complex-valued vector of length \( n \) to be the ideal frequency constellation. During the minimization process, \( c_0 \) will be modified by a factor \( \delta \in \mathbb{C}^n \) such that \( c = c_0 + \delta \), with \( c = (c_1, \ldots, c_n)^T \). Hence, the average error vector magnitude (EVM) is defined as

\[
EVM = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n |c_i - c_{0,i}|^2} = \sqrt{\frac{||S(c - c_0)||^2}{nP_0}}
\]

where \( S \) is a diagonal carrier selection matrix with diagonal elements \( S_{i,i} = 1 \) for those \( d \) carriers \( i_1, \ldots, i_d \) that contain data/pilot, and zero otherwise. \( ||\cdot|| \) denotes the Euclidian vector norm. Note that \( c \) and \( c_0 \) are scaled to the same average power for evaluation. The scalar \( P_0 \) is the average power of the modulation scheme used [10].

The time domain signal, \( x \) of length \( n\ell \), is generated by applying an \( \ell \)-times oversampled inverse fast Fourier transform \( \text{IFFT}\_T[\cdot] \) on the constellation \( c \). The PAPR is defined as the ratio of the highest signal peak power to its average power value,

\[
\text{PAPR} = \frac{n\ell \max_j (|x_j|^2)}{||x||^2}.
\]

Minimizing PAPR is equivalent to minimizing the peak-power \( p = \max_j (|x_j|^2) \) where \( |x_j|^2 \leq p \) holds for all \( j = 1, \ldots, n\ell \). The convex minimization of PAPR is obtained by distorting the data/pilot sub-carriers \( Sc \) and by adding power to a portion of

the free sub-carriers as a relaxation for the optimization procedure. The introduced distortion of the transmitted constellation is bounded by a constraint imposed on the EVM; hence \( \text{EVM} \leq \text{EVM}_{\text{max}} \). The minimization problem is resumed to minimize the peak power

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize peak power} & \quad p = \max_j (|x_j|^2) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad ||S(c - c_0)|| \leq \epsilon \\
& \quad \Re\langle c_0^T S (c - c_0) \rangle \geq -\epsilon^2 / 2 \\
& \quad ||(I - S)c|| \leq \rho ||Sc_0||
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is a real-valued positive parameter proportional to \( \text{EVM}_{\text{max}} \) and is given by \( \epsilon = \text{EVM}_{\text{max}} \sqrt{\ell P_0} \); \( \Re(\cdot) \) is the real part operator of a complex number. The first constraint in (3) is derived from (1) and bounds the in-band error. The second constraint is a relaxed convex constraint on the average transmitted data power \( |Sc|^2 \), that is derived from the nonconvex constraint \( e: ||Sc||^2 \geq ||Sc_0||^2 \). The third constraint is an overhead power constraint that limits the wasted energy transmitted in the free sub-carriers [6].

The convex minimization problem is solved based on a fast logarithmic-barrier-IPM algorithm which finds the global optimum solution \((p^*, c^*, x^*)\) that solves the PAPR minimization problem. The reader is referred to [6], [11] for details on the solver.

B. Clipping and Filtering

The CAF method is based on distorting the time-domain waveform by introducing an amplitude limiting function through a hard limiter [12]. The hard limiter is defined by

\[
\text{clip}(x) = \begin{cases} 
    x_j & \text{if } |x_j| \leq A \\
    A \text{sgn}(x_j) & \text{if } |x_j| > A
\end{cases}
\]

with \( x_j \) being the time domain original OFDM signal at sample \( j \) as defined in Section II-A. \( j = 1, \ldots, n\ell \), \( A \) is the clipping amplitude threshold, and \( \angle x_j \) is the angle of \( x_j \).

The nonlinear operation of the limiter introduces both in-band and out-of-band distortion. The out-of-band distortion is reduced by filtering the signal \( \hat{x} \). A consequence of filtering the signal is a partial regeneration of the peaks [12] and a possible deterioration in the in-band information. Hence, the filter type and parameters need to be chosen based on the system requirements. The clipping threshold is specified using the clipping ratio CR [13], [14]

\[
\text{CR} = \frac{\sqrt{n\ell A}}{||x||}.
\]

The approach used in this paper is to reduce the PAPR as much as possible by CAF while keeping the in-band and out-of-band distortion below standard limits. For the used WLAN signal, this means a CR of 3.5 dB, resulting in a reduction of the PAPR from 10.8 dB to 4.1 dB. After filtering the signal, using a raised-cosine filter with order 20, 2.4 dB of the peaks are regenerated, resulting in a PAPR of 6.5 dB.
III. DIGITAL PRE-DISTORTION

A. One-Step DPD

Digital pre-distortion is a technique used to improve the overall linearity of the PA when operated under weak compression. By weak compression, we refer to the operating power region of a PA where the excitation signal peaks start to clip.

DPD works on reshaping the excitation signal by injecting a distortion extracted from an inverse model of the PA nonlinearity. As a consequence, the output signal from the PA is ideally linearly proportional to the input signal before the pre-distorter. Hence, linearity figures-of-merit, such as adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) are improved in the PA operating region where the DPD parameters were extracted. Several methods are presented in the literature regarding the extraction of the PA nonlinearity inverse model, e.g., AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics [15] or behavioral models with memory [2], [3].

In this paper, DPD is based on the well-known parallel Hammerstein model. The model structure has shown to give satisfactory performance when used for both direct modeling, i.e., description of the input-output relation of RF PAs, and for inverse modeling, i.e., as a DPD structure [2], [3], [16], [17].

The structure of the parallel Hammerstein model is given by the nonlinear order \( P \) and the memory depth \( M \). Such a model is denoted PH(PM) and can be expressed as

\[
y(n) = \sum_{p=1}^{P} \sum_{m=0}^{M} h_{mp}^{2p-1} u(n - m) |u(n - m)|^{2(p-1)},
\]

where \( u(n) \) is the low-pass equivalent input signal at sample \( n \), \( y(n) \) the low-pass equivalent model output at sample \( n \), and \( h_{mp}^{2p-1} \) the parameters of the model. The inverse model parameters \( h_{mp}^{2p-1} \) are identified using the indirect learning architecture (ILA) in [18], [19].

B. Multiple-Step Iterative DPD

The signal expansion at the output of the one-step ILA DPD results in heating the power transistor, pushing it further into compression and stressing the bias network, which introduces undesirable memory effects. Due to these unmodeled effects, the DPD performance deteriorates. To overcome such effects and achieve additional performance improvements, a multiple-step iterative method is used. The first step is the normal one-step ILA, resulting in the pre-distorted input signal \( u_{DPD1} \) and the output signal \( y_{DPD1} \).

In the second step, the parameters of the pre-distorter are instead extracted using \( u_{DPD1} \) and \( y_{DPD1} \). The parameters from this second step are then used in the pre-distortion model identification to create the second step pre-distortion signal \( u_{DPD2} \) and subsequently the measured output signal \( y_{DPD2} \). This is continued until the pre-distorter results show no further improvements.

In this paper, two steps were found to be sufficient for achieving the maximum improvement, as applying more steps led only to negligible improvements. The required number of steps depends mainly on the device under test and the bias network.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A 20-MHz OFDM signal with 64 subcarriers using 16-QAM modulation and consisting of 128 symbols is used. The original excitation signal has a PAPR of 10.8 dB, an effective bandwidth of 16 MHz, and an ACPR of −45 dB. The optimized excitation signal has a PAPR of 6.4 dB, an effective bandwidth of 18 MHz, an EVM of −19.6 dB and an ACPR of −42.5 dB. The slight increase in ACPR compared to the original signal is due to the increase in the effective bandwidth of the signal which affects the spectrum tails caused by the time-window used in generating the OFDM signal. The clipped and filtered excitation signal has a PAPR of 6.5 dB, an EVM of −20.5 dB, and an ACPR of −42.9 dB. The increase in ACPR compared to the original signal is due to the low filter order used, which gives the ultimate PAPR reduction while keeping EVM below the 19 dB standard limits for the modulation type that is used.

Two PAs are used in the evaluation process. The first amplifier is a single-transistor class-AB LDMOS from Infineon Technologies based on a revised version of the PTF20451E amplifier module. It is optimized for operation in the 2-GHz band with a linear gain of 16 dB and maximum continuous wave output power of 48 dBm. The second amplifier under test is a Doherty design from Freescale Semiconductor based on the MRF6P21190H LDMOS transistor, that is optimized for operation in the 2.1-2.2 GHz frequency band. It has a 15 dB overall gain and a maximum continuous wave output power of 52 dBm. The Doherty amplifier is based on two power transistors working in parallel. The first one is biased for a class-AB mode of operation, while the second one, named "peaking amplifier", is class-C biased and its operational purpose is to backup the class-AB transistor at high operation power levels, which results in higher total output power and efficiency.

The output signals from the PA when operated in compression, have bandwidths on the order of 100 MHz. For measuring such bandwidths, a system consisting of a wideband downconverter and a high performance analog-to-digital converter with 14 bits resolution and a sampling rate of 400 MHz is used. The vector signal generator is a R&S SMU200A combined with a R&S AFQ100A IQ-source. The driver power amplifier is designed by Ericsson for research purpose. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 1. Coherent averaging is used to reduce the noise levels [16]. The input and output signals are synchronized using time-domain cross-correlation followed by frequency-domain phase shift [16].

V. MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

In this section, an evaluation of the effect of applying PAPR reduction and DPD on the amplifier performance is presented. The input power of the PAs under test was swept to cover the region between weak compression, where DPD is usually applied, and strong compression. The DPD parameters were extracted for every 0.5 dB power step. The discussions focus on cases where the digital pre-processing techniques are applied separately and combined. It should be mentioned that
the effects of the driver PA are also considered in the DPD, which pre-distorts the complete amplification chain.

In the plots, “original” refers to the original signal, “reduced” refers to the PAPR reduced signal by convex optimization, “clipped” refers to the PAPR reduced signal by CAF, “pre-distorted1” refers to the signal when DPD is extracted based on one-step iteration, “pre-distorted2” refers to the signal when DPD is extracted based on two-step iterations, “reduced+pre-distorted1” and “reduced+pre-distorted2” refer to the reduced signal based on convex optimization when DPD is extracted based on one-step and two-step iteration respectively, and finally “clipped+pre-distorted1” and “clipped+pre-distorted2” refer to the clipped signal when DPD is extracted based on one-step and two-step iteration respectively. In addition, the output power level relative to the 1-dB compression point of the amplifier when excited with a continuous wave is noted in the figures by a “1dB” down arrow.

A. Class-AB Power Amplifier

1) Adjacent channel power ratio:

The major advantage of using DPD is to reduce the out-of-band distortion generated by the PA, and hence to allow operation of the PA at higher input power levels. A standard figure-of-merit representing such distortion is the adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) which represents the ratio between the average power leaking to the adjacent channel and the average power in the main channel. In this work, ACPR is evaluated with respect to the worst, left or right, adjacent leakage, where the adjacent channel is situated at shoulder-to-shoulder distance from the main channel and with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. Fig. 2 shows the ACPR at the output of the PA as a function of the output power. It can be noticed that both PAPR reduction techniques give similar performance with a slight improvement for the PAPR reduction based on convex optimization. Such slight improvement is expected to be more pronounced when a higher order modulation technique is used, due to the tight constraint on EVM, which affects the clipping-and-filtering overall performance.

From Fig. 2 it is obvious that applying DPD will reduce the ACPR up to a certain operating power level where the DPD performance deteriorates sharply. It is also noticed, that applying PAPR reduction before DPD achieves higher output power, with a power increase approximately equal to the PAPR reduction value, while keeping low ACPR. However, such combination of pre-processing techniques leads to a steeper deterioration of the DPD performance when compared to using DPD alone, due to the fact that signals with reduced PAPR have a much higher density of lower peaks; hence when operated near weak compression, the clipping effect is highly pronounced and leads to high signal distortion. Such performance deterioration puts a strong constraint on real-time applications, as most signals are characterized by high dynamic PAPR that varies with the system load. In the following, a better understanding of the DPD behavior is presented.

In addition, Fig. 2 also shows that iterating twice the DPD extraction procedure will lead to better DPD performance with an additional improvement of 1 dB in the output power for a low ACPR value. Iterating further the DPD extraction did not led to additional improvement. It should be mentioned that for the case where DPD was applied to the original signal with two-step iteration, it generated a signal with a PAPR higher than 30 dB, which cannot be handled by the driver PA.

2) Error vector magnitude:

Distorting the input signal might raise questions regarding the in-band errors in the output signal of the PA. Will the effect of the distortion be eliminated at the output of the PA? An evaluation of the EVM, which is defined in Section II, for
the output signal versus output power, is presented in Fig. 3. It is shown that applying DPD to both PAPR reduced signals will improve the EVM at high power levels up to a point where DPD deteriorates, with some additional improvement when using the two-step DPD. It should be mentioned that both PAPR reduction techniques were optimized to operate near the maximum −19 dB EVM allowed in the WLAN standard for the used modulation type.

3) **Power added efficiency:**

The main reason for applying PAPR reduction and DPD is to increase the operation margin of the PA, achieve an efficient use of the supplied power, while maintaining decent linear performance. Fig. 4 presents the power added efficiency (PAE) as a function of the output power for the different scenarios. PAE represents the ratio of the difference between the output and input power of the PA over its drain supplied DC power. The (output power, PAE) levels for each scenario are chosen in this evaluation with respect to an ACPR performance of −40 dBc and a maximum EVM of −19 dB, which are typically used for WLAN transmitters.

Applying DPD to the original signal will give an improvement of 5 %-points in PAE, while reducing the PAPR of the signals gives improvements up to 8 %-points. Combining both PAPR reduction techniques and DPD offers the possibility to achieve an even higher efficiency with an average increase of 13 %-points in PAE for the best case where two-step DPD is used. It is noticed from Fig. 4 that both PAPR reduction techniques gave similar results, with an additional improvement of 1 %-point for the convex optimization based method. Also, it is noticed that applying the two-step DPD gives an additional improvement of 3 %-points with respect to using one-step DPD.

4) **Input stage signal PAPR:**

From the previous evaluations, it was shown that DPD performs well until a certain compression level is reached where its performance deteriorates rapidly. To investigate this behavior, an evaluation of the PA input signal PAPR as a function of the output power is presented in Fig. 5. It can be seen that when reaching an operating power level where peaks start to clip, DPD attempts to compensate the compression by an expansion, i.e. applying very large amplitudes to the PA, hence a signal with high PAPR. As the PA is in hard compression, this does not yield any performance improvement but can easily lead to overheating, or burning out the power transistor.

Two methods for overcoming such behavior, i.e. generation of unrealistic high peaks and achieving higher operating power levels with DPD, hence higher PAE with acceptable ACPR and EVM, were suggested in [9]. One of the methods is to extract the DPD parameters of the cascaded PAPR-DPD blocks, such that the peaks of the DPD output signal are limited. The other is to combine both PAPR reduction and DPD as one optimization problem that extracts the DPD parameters based on reduced signal peaks.

### B. Doherty Power Amplifier

1) **Adjacent channel power ratio:**

Figure 6 shows the inherent nonlinear behavior of the Doherty PA when using the original signal. Such behavior points out the need for a correction method to improve its linearity and allow operation at higher power levels with increased efficiency. Applying DPD to the original signal significantly improves ACPR by more than 15 dB. This is in line with results reported earlier in [17], and for a general Doherty PA behavior as noted in [1]. In addition, Fig. 6 shows that at a certain power level the DPD performance deteriorates, similarly to what is reported in Section V-A.

Considering the use of PAPR-reduced signals, Fig. 6 shows that reducing the PAPR of the signal does not lead to large improvements in linearity, as reported in Section V-A for class-AB. This is due to the fact that the Doherty PA has different characteristics compared to the class-AB PA, with stronger nonlinear behavior at low power levels. However, this is easily corrected by DPD, as seen in Fig. 6, where the DPD for the PAPR-reduced signal improves ACPR by more than 12 dB. In addition, it allows achieving higher output power levels as compared to only using DPD, with an extra 4 dB, which is equivalent to the PAPR reduction value.

Now considering the use of the two-step DPD, a substantial improvement in ACPR is achieved in the zone where the
peaking amplifier starts operating, i.e. 2 dB improvements in ACPR and 0.5 dB in output power. The explanation behind this behavior is the fact that the peaking amplifier is not properly modeled by one-step DPD.

2) Error vector magnitude:

The EVM as a function of output power is shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the results reported in Fig. 3, the DPD corrects the in-band errors to maintain the EVM below the specified limit, until the DPD can no longer linearize the PA. It is also shown in Fig. 7 that applying two-step DPD reduces the in-band error.

Figure 7 shows that the DPD-PA system does not increase the EVM, which could fail the transmission specifications. Hence, the EVM margin with respect to the standard can be used to relax the constraints on PAPR reduction.

3) Power added efficiency:

In Fig. 8 the PAE is shown as a function of output power. As in Fig. 4, the horizontal lines mark the PAE at maximum output power where ACPR and EVM are below the specified limits.

A substantial difference in PAE compared to Fig. 4 is observed. In previous sections, it was noted that the Doherty PA exhibits poor linearity at all power levels. However, it can easily be corrected using DPD. The better linearity of the class-AB PA at low power levels means that for such type of amplifiers it is more important to reduce the PAPR than to apply DPD. For the Doherty amplifier the situation is the opposite, hence applying DPD to the original signal results in larger improvement as compared to only applying PAPR reduction. On the other hand, when considering the high power region, the effect of PAPR on DPD is clearly pronounced, with an increase up to 4 dB in output power and 11.2 %-points in PAE, as compared to only using DPD. Figure 8 also shows that applying two-iteration DPD gives an additional improvement of 0.4 dB in output power and 2.8 %-points in efficiency.

4) Input stage signal PAPR:

The PAPR of the input signals to the Doherty PA is shown in Fig. 9. As reported in Fig. 5 for class-AB PA, the DPD drastically increases the PAPR until a power level is reached where it is no longer possible to correct for the compression. In such situations, suggestions such as those mentioned in Section V-A4 can give additional improvement.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

For the class-AB amplifier, combining both PAPR reduction and DPD gives the ultimate performance in ACPR and PAE,
with additional improvements when two-step DPD is used, as shown in Table I. Slight differences in performance were reported between the PAPR reduction methods in favor of the convex optimization reduction, for the signal conditions used, (see Tab. I). Such difference are expected to be more pronounced when a higher order modulation technique with tighter EVM constraints is used, which limits the performance of clipping and filtering. For an ACPR value below $-40$ dBc as typically used in WLAN, improvements of 8 %-points in PAE and 2.5 dB in output power were achieved when using PAPR reduction as compared to only 5 %-points in PAE and 1.5 dB in output power when applying DPD to the original signal. This is due to the early deterioration of the DPD performance caused by the presence of strong peaks in the signal. Combining PAPR reduction and DPD gave impressive improvements of 10 %-points in PAE and 2.2 dB in output power with respect to only applying PAPR reduction techniques, with additional 3 %-points and 0.6 dB improvements when two-step DPD was used. The advantage of using a two-step DPD at strong compression is to better model memory effects in the PA caused by the DPD expansion of the signal, and hence generation of relatively strong peaks, which heat the PA, pushing it into deeper compression, and stress the bias circuit. It should be mentioned that applying a two-step iteration DPD to the original signal at strong compression has led to the generation of strong peaks in order to compensate for the compressive behavior of the amplifier. Such a pre-distorted signal characterized by PAPR larger than 30 dB cannot be handled by the driver PA, and hence could not be transmitted. This explains the limited improvements reported in Table I for that specific scenario.

For the Doherty PA, a different behavior as compared to the class-AB PA was reported and summarized in Table II. Due to the inherent nonlinear behavior of Doherty amplifiers, reducing the PAPR of the signal did not give proportional improvement in ACPR, and hence in the allowed output power. Reducing PAPR by 4 dB only gave improvement up to 1.4 dB in output power and 3.5 %-points in PAE, compared to 7.4 dB in output power and 24 %-points when only using DPD. On the other hand, the effect of combining PAPR reduction and DPD was clearly pronounced with improvement up to 4 dB in output power and 11.2 %-points in PAE compared to only using DPD. Both PAPR reduction techniques gave similar performance, while applying two-step DPD gave additional improvement of 0.4 dB and 2.8 %-points when combined with PAPR reduction.

### VII. Conclusions

Methods for peak-to-average power ratio reduction and digital pre-distortion were experimentally evaluated on two different types of power amplifiers with respect to linearity and efficiency, when OFDM signals are used as excitation. The PAPR reduction techniques were based on a state-of-art convex optimization formulation and a standard clipping-and-filtering. The DPD technique used was based on the indirect learning architecture, and its parameters were extracted in one-step and two-step iterations. The PAs under test were a standard class-AB and a Doherty amplifier.

Measurement results showed similar performance between the PAPR reduction methods with a slight favor of the convex optimization reduction technique, for the signal conditions used. Such difference is expected to be more pronounced when higher order modulation techniques are used.

In addition, the measurement results showed that the class-AB and Doherty amplifiers behaved differently when applying the PAPR reduction techniques and DPD separately. For the class-AB PA, applying the PAPR reduction techniques led to better performance in ACPR, PAE and output power when compared to applying only DPD. For the Doherty PA, applying DPD outperformed the PAPR reduction techniques due to the inherent nonlinear behavior of Doherty amplifiers. Nevertheless, combining PAPR reduction and DPD realized the ultimate performance for both amplification techniques, with impressive improvements in achieved output power and efficiency for a low ACPR and EVM. Such improvements were more pronounced when extracting the DPD parameters iteratively in two steps, which compensates for any additional memory effects and distortions caused by the DPD generation of large peaks at strong compression.

Digital signal processing is expected to become free; according to Moore’s law it will be cheaper as time progresses. The race for new algorithms that push the devices beyond their hardware limitations continues, with expectation of substantial improvement in linearity, efficiency, and output power without additional requirements on the hardware. Despite the current power dissipation status of the digital signal processing, the achieved results are considered to be significant in a world where every dB is worth a billion.
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